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May is the loveliest month of the year everywhere and, having spent the weekend in the Natal
midlands enjoying misty mornings, the peace of a beautiful trout dam and the company of good
friends over the weekend, I am in optimistic mood as I begin this letter….but the outlook is not!
Note also that it is my last letter before I
leave for the Mediterranean and so I will
be endeavoring the nearly impossible to
offer a longer than usual forecast at a
time when peaking markets make that a
hazardous exercise. So let me start as I
did last month with a projection of the
Prospects Portfolio on the right with its
Fourier prediction that it will peak in
value on August 1 with a value then of
R2.32-million up from its starting value of
R1-million in February 2011. That, if
ShareFinder is correct, will be followed
by a decline until mid-January 2015.
Note also, the value projections in the
table on the left of the composite which
calculates the likely value of the portfolio
in nine years time at R19.45-million and
its annual dividend income at R771 788
at that stage.
Immediately below I have reproduced
the same portfolio Fourier projection as it
appeared in the April issue so that you
can see how this projection is evolving.
As new up to date data is added to our
forecast equation the projection has changed magnitude so that, happily, the decline projected from
August to next January is no longer as severe as it previously was.
Turning to the major overseas markets, I
have long been drawing attention to
projections of an imminent sharp decline
which was first projected to begin as
long ago as October and has still not
materialized. Here it is important to
recognize that Fourier Transform
analysis aims at replicating the recurrent
cycle patterns in descending order of
magnitude in any given set of data. So in
the data set illustrated on the right, note
that in the past 20 years of Wall Street
share market history there have been
only two previous major peaks and subsequent long-lasting bear markets whereas the great accuracy
of Fouriers is usually most observable in comparatively short-term projections which are based upon
hundreds of interim cycles. With just two major cycles to work on the accuracy rate is thus
proportionally reduced. Thus, whereas an ending of the current up-cycle is inevitable in the mediumterm, pinpointing its timing is thus fraught with difficulty.
Historic dividend yields do, however, offer some pointers so, noting that the current Dow Jones
Industrial average dividend yield is now 2.7% and that of the S&P500 Index is 1.68%. The Dow has
only been below 2% once in the past century when it reached 1.4% immediately ahead of the October

2000 bear market inception. The lowest S&P yield ever recorded was 1.4% during 1998. So the
inference of the past is that if the market was tolerant of yields almost half again as low as they are now
immediately ahead of the last major market crashes, then, given the truly massive amounts of new
money that have been created by the US Federal Reserve’s quantative easing programme in recent
years, it is conceivable that even lower yields might be acceptable in this market. But it is clear that
world markets are deep into dangerous territory and any significant political or economic event could
trigger a landslide at this stage. So, while we have all learned to live with new daily highs, prudent
investors will certainly be pruning their portfolios to remove any that are excessively priced.
The Prospects 2011 Portfolio
I indicated that if Massmart rose above R138 I would dispose of it and I accordingly sold at R 139.76 on
April 30 and the portfolio is now as below offering a total return of 50.88 percent and with R208 000
earning interest as it waits for an investment opportunity. In his market there is nothing that is tempting
to buy and so I will sit on the cash. Accordingly the portfolio remains as below.

2014 Portfolio

This new portfolio is now four months into its life and in the light of my comments about the international
market, I will continue to hold the bulk of it in cash with only three South African shares. However, it
does continue to increase in value and is now up by R55 609 which represents a 20.4% increase in
value since the end of January this year when the purchases were made.
It is my intention to add in three US, three British and three Australian shares when the buying point is
appropriate. I have already dealt with the outlook for the British and US markets which explains why I
am currently not buying there so it is
perhaps understandable why I am
similarly not buying on the Australian
market at present. Lest, however,
there be any doubts about the outlook
for that market as well, the graph on
the right should address that issue.
ShareFinder
predicts
that
the
Australian All Ordinaries will make a
penultimate peak around May 20 to
June 18 before commencing its first
slide. Late in July it is set to make one
last upward leap to a final peak around
July 30 before beginning a long
decline that is likely to unwind all the
growth that has occurred since
September 2012

Investment Grade Underperformers
Listed overleaf as usual are all shares which have been underperforming the Quality List averages in
respect of price growth rates over the past five years. Note that all the shares listed qualify for inclusion
in the ShareFinder Quality list because of their consistent dividend growth rates over many years and
those listed in green under the Dividend Growth heading have been consistently delivering aboveaverage dividend growth rates over at least the past five years. Being an underperformer is not

necessarily an argument for disposing of any of these shares, but readers should note that if a share has
failed to deliver above average price growth over as long a period as five years, then it is unlikely in the
short to medium term to get much better. Some shares which feature in this list are gladly included in
many portfolios of investors seeking dividend income rather than pure capital growth. So before you
decide to ditch any of these, do your research carefully. To help you in this regard, we include a “Total
Return” column which is the sum of the dividend yield and the annualised capital growth rate average
over five years.
Top SA Performers:

The following shares are offered as suggested replacements for any in your portfolio that are
achieving lesser growth rates than the ShareFinder Blue Chip average growth rates. The
shares listed in the first block below have been selected because of their investment grade
quality and their very high dividend growth rate and superior investment safety. The second
block of ten offer significantly higher dividend growth rates but at the price of a greater degree
of investment risk:
The shares listed in the third block below have been selected because of their investment
grade quality and their very high price growth rate. These offer superior investment safety.
Those in the fourth block generally offer significantly higher price growth rates but at the price
of a greater degree of investment risk:

Unit Trusts
The topmost (green flagged) unit trusts listed below conform to the ideal that the latest annual price
growth rate is greater than the average of the past five years (Half) and the five-years average is
greater than that of the previous ten years (Full). In the groups that follow it should be noted that a
high ten-year growth average is seldom followed by similarly high interim growth rates which
underscores the fact that it is very difficult ever to select consistently high-performing funds.
Trusts with the lowest Risk number are the least price-volatile.

